KS1 Home Learning - Wednesday 6th January 2021
Resources and recorded lessons (where appropriate) can be accessed through Teams.

Phonics

English

Maths

Topic

*

**

CVC Words: Read and draw the
CVC words.

Word Sort - /ie/ sound sort:
(ie igh i i_e y)

Shape Poetry: To become familiar with shape poems and their features.

Read, discuss and share a range of shape poems.

MyMaths: Introducing 2D shapes

Log in using details in planner.

Life Cycle of a Butterfly:
Sequence the pictures.

Life Cycle of a Butterfly:
Sequence the pictures and write
sentences about the different phases.

***

****

The ’j’ sound spelt as ‘-dge’ and ‘-ge’: spelling tiles activity.

Shape Poetry: To become familiar with shape poems and their features.

Annotate features of shape poems, including poetic vocabulary, alliteration
and similes.

MyMaths: Describing shapes

MyMaths: 2D and 3D shapes

Life Cycle of a Butterfly: Draw
pictures and write sentences to
explain each phase of the butterfly’s
life cycle.

Life Cycle of a Butterfly: Create
your own poster of diagrams and
information giving details of the
butterfly life cycle.

Log in using details in planner.

Log in using details in planner.

Drop in
LIVE
meeting

Drop in Teams Sessions: support for any questions regarding the lessons content.
10:30 - 11:00 - English Lesson support drop-in
11:30 - 12:00 - Maths Lesson support drop-in

Additional
Resources

In your child’s planner, you will find log in details for several online learning resources that we subscribe to, including
Education City, MyMaths and TT Rockstars. There are lots of fun and interactive games and lessons that your child can access independently.

KS1 Home Learning - Thursday 7th January 2021
Resources and recorded lessons (where appropriate) can be accessed through Teams.

*

**

Phonics

CVC words: word and picture
match.

Sound Story: find the different spellings
of the ‘ie’ sound in the story.

English

‘All about Me’ Shape Poem:
Complete the simple sentences to
describe yourself on the template.

‘All about Me’ Shape Poem: Describe
yourself using the template and a range
of adjectives to describe?

Maths

Topic

MyMaths: Introducing 3D shapes

Log in using details in planner.

Structure of Common Animals:
Label the body parts of the animals.
What differences/similarities can you
see?

Structure of Common Animals:
Label the body parts of the animals.
Why do the different animals have
different body parts?

***

****

The ’j’ sound spelt as ‘-dge’ and ‘-ge’: choose the correct word to complete the
sentence.

‘All about Me’ Shape Poem: Use
alliterative adjectives to describe yourself
using the poem template.

MyMaths: 3D shapes

‘All about Me’ Shape Poem: Use
interesting adjectives and similes to
describe yourself using the poem
template.

MyMaths: Symmetry

Log in using details in planner.

Log in using details in planner.

Animals’ Basic Needs: Design a home
for a pet of your choice. Label how you
are meeting the animal’s basic and
additional needs.

Animals’ Basic Needs: Write a fact
file about a pet of your choice. How do
you meet its basic and additional needs?

Drop in
LIVE
meeting

Drop in Teams Sessions: support for any questions regarding the lessons content.
10:30 - 11:00 - English Lesson support drop-in
11:30 - 12:00 - Maths Lesson support drop-in

Additional
Resources

In your child’s planner, you will find log in details for several online learning resources that we subscribe to, including
Education City, MyMaths and TT Rockstars. There are lots of fun and interactive games and lessons that your child can access independently.

KS1 Home Learning - Friday 8th January 2021
Resources and recorded lessons (where appropriate) can be accessed through Teams.

*

**

***

Phonics

CVC words: Write CVC words to
match pictures

Writing sentences: Children to write a
sentence for each of the /ie/ words.

English

Winter Vocabulary: Label the
winter scene with things that you can
see.

Winter Vocabulary: Generate winterthemed adjectives, nouns and verbs to
create a word mat.

Winter Vocabulary: Generate winterthemed adjectives, nouns, verbs and
adverbs to create a word mat.

Winter Vocabulary: Generate winterthemed adjectives, nouns, verbs, adverbs
and similes to create a word mat.

Maths

3D Shapes: match the pictures of
the 3D shapes to their names. Can
you find any real life examples?

2D shapes as faces on 3D shapes:
identify the names of 3D shapes and the
2D shapes that can be found on their
faces.

3D shape: To compare shapes by
finding similarities and differences.
Complete the table.

3D shape: Write sentences o compare
shapes by finding similarities and
differences: refer to the 2D shapes that
you can see as faces!

Topic

Carnivores, Herbivores, Omnivores: Sort the animals based on their diets.

****

‘j’ sound spelt as ‘-dge/-ge’: write sentences using the target words.

Food groups: design a healthy plate of food featuring all of the food groups.

Drop in
LIVE
meeting

Drop in Teams Sessions: support for any questions regarding the lessons content.
10:30 - 11:00 - English Lesson support drop-in
11:30 - 12:00 - Maths Lesson support drop-in

Additional
Resources

In your child’s planner, you will find log in details for several online learning resources that we subscribe to, including
Education City, MyMaths and TT Rockstars. There are lots of fun and interactive games and lessons that your child can access independently.

